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to appear before the Inquisition in R o m e and forced to state that he had given up his belief in the Copernican theory. Even this did not placate his inquisitors, and he was sentenced to an indefinite prison term, while Copernicus's book was placed upon the Index of Prohibited Books, where it remained for another 200 years.
1 raise the example of Copernicus today to illustrate a parallel that I believe exists in the c o m p u t i n g or, more properly, the i n f o r m a t i o n systems world. We have spent the last 50 years with almost Ptolemaic information systems. These systems, and most of the thinking a b o u t systems, were based on a " c o m p u t e r centered" concept. (I choose to speak of 50 years of history rather than 25, for I see today's information systems as dating from the beginning of effective punched card equipment rather t h a n from the beginning of the stored program computer.)
Just as the ancients viewed the earth with the sun revolving a r o u n d it, so have the ancients of our information systems viewed a tab machine or computer with a sequential file flowing through it. Each was an adequate model for its time and place. But after a while, each has been found to be incorrect and inadequate and has had to be replaced by another model that more accurately portrayed the real world and its behavior.
Copernicus presented us with a new point of view and laid the foundation for modern celestial mechanics. That view gave us the basis for understanding the formerly mysterious tracks of the sun and the planets through the heavens. A new basis for understanding is available in the area of information systems. It is achieved by a shift from a computer-centered to the database-centered point of view. This new understanding will lead to new solutions to our database problems and speed our conquest of the n-dimensional data structures which best model the complexities of the real world.
The earliest databases, initially implemented on punched cards with sequential file technology, were not significantly altered when they were moved, first from punched card to magnetic tape and then again to magnetic disk. About the only things that changed were the size of the files and the speed of processing them.
In sequential file technology, search techniques are well established. Start with the value of the primary data key, of the record of interest, and pass each record in the file through core memory until the desired record, or one with a higher key, is found. (A primary data key is a field within a record which makes that record unique within the file.) Social security numbers, purchase order numbers, insurance policy numbers, bank account numbers are all primary data keys. Almost without exception, they are synthetic attributes specifically designed and created for the purpose of uniqueness. Natural attributes, e.g. names of people and places, dates, time, and quantities, are not assuredly unique and thus cannot be used.
The availability of direct access storage devices laid the foundation for the Copernican-like change in viewpoint. The directions of"in" and "out" were reversed. Where the input notion of the sequential file world meant "into the computer from tape," the new input notion became "into the database." This revolution in thinking is changing the programmer from a stationary viewer of objects passing before him in core into a mobile navigator who is able to probe and traverse a database at will.
Direct access storage devices also opened up new ways of record retrieval by primary data key. The first was called randomizing, calculated addressing, or hashing. It involved processing the primary data key with a specialized algorithm, the output of which identified a preferred storage location for that record. If the record sought was not found in the preferred location, then an overflow algorithm was used to search places where the record alternately would have been stored, if it existed at all. Overflow is created when the preferred location is full at the time the record was originally stored.
As an alternative to the randomizing technique, the
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Copernicus completely reoriented our view of astronomical phenomena when he suggested that the earth revolves about the sun. There is a growing feeling that data processing people would benefit if they were to accept a radically new point of view, one that would liberate the application programmer's thinking from the centralism of core storage and allow him the freedom to act as a navigator within a database. To do this, he must first learn the various navigational skills; then he must learn the "rules of the road" to avoid conflict with other programmers as they jointly navigate the database information space. This reorientation will cause as much anguish among programmers as the heliocentric theory did among ancient astronomers and theologians.
Key index sequential access technique was developed. It also used the primary data key to control the storage and retrieval of records, and did so through the use of multilevel indices.
The programmer who has advanced from sequential file processing to either index sequential or randomized access processing has greatly reduced his access time because he can now probe for a record without sequentially passing all the intervening records in the file. However, he is still in a one-dimensional world as he is dealing with only one primary data key, which is his sole means of controlling access.
From this point, I want to begin the programmer's training as a full-fledged navigator in an n-dimensional data space. However, before I can successfully describe this process, I want to review what "database management" is.
It involves all aspects of storing, retrieving, modifying, and deleting data in the files on personnel and production, airline reservations, or laboratory experiments --data which is used repeatedly and updated as new information becomes available. These files are mapped through some storage structure onto magnetic tapes or disk packs and the drives that support them.
Database management has two main functions. First is the inquiry or retrieval activity that reaccesses previously stored data in order to determine the recorded status of some real world entity or relationship. This data has previously been stored by some other job, seconds, minutes, hours, or even days earlier, and has been held in trust by the database management system. A database management system has a continuing re-
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November 1973 of Volume 16 the ACM Number 1 ! sponsibility to maintain data between the time when it was stored and the time it is subsequently required for retrieval. This retrieval activity is designed to produce the information necessary for decision making. Part of the inquiry activity is report preparation. In the early years of sequential access storage devices and the resultant batch processing, there was no viable alternative to the production of massive file dumps as formatted as reports. Spontaneous requirements to examine a particular checking account balance, an inventory balance, or a production plan could not be handled efficiently because the entire file had to be passed to extract any data. This form of inquiry is now diminishing in relative importance and will eventually disappear except for archival purposes or to satisfy the appetite of a parkinsonian bureaucracy.
The second activity of database management is to update, which includes the original storage of data, its repeated modification as things change, and ultimately, its deletion from the system when the data is no longer needed.
The updating activity is a response to the changes in the real world which must be recorded. The hiring of a new employee would cause a new record to be stored. Reducing available stock would cause an inventory record to be modified. Cancelling an airline reservation would cause a record to be deleted. All of these are recorded and updated in anticipation of future inquiries.
The sorting of files has been a big user of computer time. It was used in sorting transactions prior to batch sequential update and in the preparation of reports. The change to transaction-mode updating and on-demand inquiry and report preparation is diminishing the importance of sorting at the file level.
Let us now return to our story concerning the programmer as navigator. We left him using the randomizing or the index sequential technique to expedite either inquiry or update of a file based upon a primary data key.
In addition to a record's primary key, it is frequently desirable to be able to retrieve records on the basis of the value of some other fields. For example, it may be desirable, in planning ten-year awards, to select all the employee records with the "year-of-hire" field value equal to 1964. Such access is retrieval by secondary data key. The actual number of records to be retrieved by a secondary key is unpredictable and may vary from zero to possibly include the entire file. By contrast, a primary data key will retrieve a maximum of one record.
With the advent of retrieval on secondary data keys, the previously one-dimensional data space received additional dimensions equal to the number of fields in the record. With small or medium-sized files, it is feasible for a database system to index each record in the file on every field in the record. Such totally indexed files are classified as inverted files. In large active files, however, it is not economical to index every field. Therefore, it is prudent to select the fields whose content will be frequently used as a retrieval criterion and to create secondary indices for those fields only.
The distinction between a file and a database is not clearly established. However, one difference is pertinent to our discussion at this time. In a database, it is common to have several or many different kinds of records. For an example, in a personnel database there might be employee records, department records, skill records, deduction records, work history records, and education records. Each type of record has its own unique primary data key, and all of its other fields are potential secondary data keys.
In such a database the primary and secondary keys take on an interesting relationship when the primary key of one type of record is the secondary key of another type of record. Returning to our personnel database as an example--the field named "department code" appears in both the employee record and the department record. It is one of several possible secondary data keys of the employee records and the single primary data key of the department records.
This equality of primary and secondary data key fields reflects real world relationships and provides a way to reestablish these relationships for computer processing purposes. The use of the same data value as a primary key for one record and as a secondary key for a set of records is the basic concept upon which data structure sets are declared and maintained. The Integrated Data Store (I-D-S) systems and all other systems based on its concepts consider their basic contribution to the programmer to be the capability to associate records into data structure sets and the capability to use these sets as retrieval paths. All the COBOL Database Task Group systems implementations fall into this class.
There are many benefits gained in the conversion from several files, each with a single type of record, to a database with several types of records and database sets. One such benefit results from the significant improvement in performance that accrues from using the database sets in lieu of both primary and secondary indices to gain access to all the records with a particular data key value. With database sets, all redundant data can be eliminated, reducing the storage space required. If redundant data is deliberately maintained to enhance retrieval performance at the cost of maintenance, then the redundant data can be controlled to ensure that the updating of a value in one record will be properly reflected in all other appropriate records. Performance is enhanced by the so-called "clustering" ability of databases where the owner and some or most of the members records of a set are physically stored and accessed together on the same block or page. These systems have been running in virtual memory since 1962.
Another significant functional and performance advantage is to be able to specify the order of retrieval of the records within a set based upon a declared sort field or the time of insertion.
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In order to focus the role of programmer as navigator, let us enumerate his opportunities for record access. These represent the commands that he can give to the database system--singly, multiply or in combination with each other--as he picks his way through the data to resolve an inquiry or to complete an update. 1. He can start at the beginning of the database, or at any known record, and sequentially access the "next" record in the database until he reaches a record of interest or reaches the end. 2. He can enter the database with a database key that provides direct access to the physical location of a record. (A database key is the permanent virtual memory address assigned to a record at the time that it was created.) 3. He can enter the database in accordance with the value of a primary data key. (Either the indexed sequential or randomized access techniques will yield the same result.) 4. He can enter the database with a secondary data key value and sequentially access all records having that particular data value for the field. 5. He can start from the owner of a set and sequentially access all the member records. (This is equivalent to converting a primary data key into a secondary data key.) 6. He can start with any member record of a set and access either the next or prior member of that set. 7. He can start from any member of a set and access the owner of the set, thus converting a secondary data key into a primary data key.
Each of these access methods is interesting in itself, and all are very useful. However, it is the synergistic usage of the entire collection which gives the programmer great and expanded powers to come and go within a large database while accessing only those records of interest in responding to inquiries and updating the database in anticipation of future inquiries.
Imagine the following scenario to illustrate how processing a single transaction could involve a path through the database. The transaction carries with it the primary data key value or database key of the record that is to be used to gain an entry point into the database. That record would be used to gain access to other records (either owner or members) of a set. Each of these records is used in turn as a point of departure to examine another set.
For example, consider a request to list the employees of a particular department when given its departmental code. This request could be supported by a database containing only two different types of records:personnel records and department records. For simplicity purposes, the department record can be envisioned as having only two fields: the department code, which is the primary data key; and the department name, which is descriptive. The personnel record can be envisioned as having only three fields: the employee number, which 656 is the primary data key for the record; the employee name, which is descriptive; and the employee's department code, which is a secondary key which controls set selection and the record's placement in a set. The joint usage of the department code by both records and the declaration of a set based upon this data key provide the basis for the creation and maintenance of the set relationship between a department record and all the records representing the employees of that department. Thus the usage of the set of employee records provides the mechanism to readily list all the employees of a particular department following the primary data key retrieval of the appropriate department record. No other record for index need be accessed.
The addition of the department manager's employee number to the department record greatly extends the navigational opportunities, and provides the basis for a second class of sets. Each occurrence of this new class includes the department records for all the departments managed by a particular employee. A single employee number or department code now provides an entry point into an integrated data structure of an enterprise. Given an employee number, and the set of records of departments managed, all the departments which he manages can be listed. The personnel of each such department can be further listed. The question of departments managed by each of these employees can be asked repeatedly until all the subordinate employees and departments have been displayed. Inversely, the same data structure can easily identify the employee's manager, the manager's manager, and the manager's manager's manager, and so on, until the company president is reached.
There are additional risks and adventures ahead for the programmer who has mastered operation in the n-dimensional data space. As navigator he must brave dimly perceived shoals and reefs in his sea, which are created because he has to navigate in a shared database environment. There is no other obvious way for him to achieve the required performance.
Shared access is a new and complex variation of multiprogramming or time sharing, which were invented to permit shared, but independent, use of the computer resources. In multiprogramming, the programmer of one job doesn't know or care that his job might be sharing the computer, as long as he is sure that his address space is independent of that of any other programs. It is left to the operating system to assure each program's integrity and to make the best use of the memory, processor, and other physical resources. Shared access is a specialized version of multiprogramming where the critical, shared resources are the records of the database. The database records are fundamentally different than either main storage or the processor because their data fields change value through update and do not return to their original condition afterward. Therefore, a job that repeatedly uses a database record may find that record's content or set mem-
November 1973 of Volume 16 the ACM Number ! 1 bership has changed since the last time it was accessed. As a result, an algorithm attempting a complex calculation may get a somewhat unstable picture. Imagine attempting to converge on an iterative solution while the variables are being randomly changedt Imagine attempting to carry out a trial balance while someone is still posting transactions to the accounts! Imagine two concurrent jobs in an airline reservations system trying to sell the last seat on a flightt One's first reaction is that this shared access is nonsense and should be forgotten. However, the pressures to use shared access are tremendous. The processors available today and in the foreseeable future are expected to be much faster than are the available direct access storage devices. Furthermore, even if the speed of storage devices were to catch up with that of the processors, two more problems would maintain the pressure for successful shared access. The first is the trend toward the integration of many single purpose files into a few integrated databases; the second is the trend toward interactive processing where the processor can only advance a job as fast as the manually created input messages allow. Without shared access, the entire database would be locked up until a batch program or transaction and its human interaction had terminated.
The performance of today's direct access storage devices is greatly affected by patterns of usage. Performance is quite slow if the usage is an alternating pattern of: access, process, access, process, ..., where each access depends upon the interpretation of the prior one. When many independent accesses are generated through multiprogramming, they can often be executed in parallel because they are directed toward different storage devices. Furthermore, when there is a queue of requests for access to the same device, the transfer capacity for that device can actually be increased through seek and latency reduction techniques. This potential for enhancing throughput is the ultimate pressure for shared access.
Of the two main functions of database management, inquiry and update, only update creates a potential problem in shared access. An unlimited number of jobs can extract data simultaneously from a database without trouble. However, once a single job begins to update the database, a potential for trouble exists. The processing of a transaction may require the updating of only a few records out of the thousands or possibly millions of records within a database. On that basis, hundreds of jobs could be processing transactions concurrently and actually have no collisions. However, the time will come when two jobs will want to process the same record simultaneously.
The two basic causes of trouble in shared access are interference and contamination. Interference is defined as the negative effect of the updating activity of one job upon the results of another. The example 1 have given of one job running an accounting trial balance while another was posting transactions illustrates the interference problem. When a job has been interfered with, it must be aborted and restarted to give it another opportunity to develop the correct output. Any output of the prior execution must also be removed because new output will be created. Contamination is defined as the negative effect upon a job which results from a combination of two events: when another job has aborted and when its output (i.e. changes to the database or messages sent) has already been read by the first job. The aborted job and its output will be removed from the system. Moreover, the jobs contaminated by the output of the aborted job must also be aborted and restarted so that they can operate with correct input data. A critical question in designing solutions to the shared access problem is the extent of visibility that the application programmer should have. The Weyerhaeuser Company's shared access version of I-D-S was designed on the premise that the programmer should not be aware of shared access problems. That system automatically blocks each record updated and every message sent by a job until that job terminates normally, thus eliminating the contamination problem entirely. One side effect of this dynamic blocking of records is that a deadlock situation can be created when two or more jobs each want to wait for the other to unblock a desired record. Upon detecting a deadlock situation, the I-D-S database system responds by aborting the job that created the deadlock situation, by restoring the records updated by that job, and by making those records available to the jobs waiting. The aborted job, itself, is subsequently restarted. Do these deadlock situations really exist? The last I heard, about 10 percent of all jobs started in Weyerhaeuser's transaction-oriented system had to be aborted for deadlock. Approximately 100 jobs per hour were aborted and restarted! Is this terrible? Is this too inefficient? These questions are hard to answer because our standards of efficiency in this area are not clearly defined. Furthermore, the results are application-dependent. The Weyerhaeuser I-D-S system is 90 percent efficient in terms of jobs successfully completed. However, the real questions are: --Would the avoidance of shared access have permitted more or fewer jobs to be completed each hour? --Would some other strategy based upon the detecting rather than avoiding contamination have been more efficient? --Would making the programmer aware of shared access permit him to program around the problem and thus raise the efficiency?
All these questions are beginning to impinge on the programmer as navigator and on the people who design and implement his navigational aids.
My proposition today is that it is time for the application programmer to abandon the memory-centered view, and to accept the challenge and opportunity of navigation within an n-dimensional data space. The software systems needed to support such capabilities
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November 1973 of Volume 16 the ACM Number 11 exist today and are becoming increasingly available. Bertrand Russell, the noted English mathematician and philosopher, once stated that the theory of relativity demanded a change in our imaginative picture of the world. Comparable changes are required in our imaginative picture of the information system world.
The major problem is the reorientation of thinking of data processing people. This includes not only the programmer but includes the application system designers who lay out the basic applicatiofi programming tasks and the product planners and the system programmers who will create tomorrow's operating system, message system, and database system products.
Copernicus laid the foundation for the science of celestial mechanics more than 400 years ago. It is this science which now makes possible the minimum energy solutions we use in navigating our way to the moon and the other planets. A similar science must be developed which will yield corresponding minimum energy solutions to database access. This subject is doubly interesting because it includes the problems of traversing an existing database, the problems of how to build one in the first place and how to restructure it later to best fit the changing access patterns. Can you imagine restructuring our solar system to minimize the travel time between the planets?
It is important that these mechanics of data structures be developed as an engineering discipline based upon sound design principles. It is important that it can be taught and is taught. The equipment costs of the database systems to be installed in the 1980's have been estimated at $100 billion (at 1970 basis of value). It has further been estimated that the absence of effective Footnotes to the Turing Award citation on page 653 are:
A general purpose programming system for random access memories (with S A direct access system with procedurally generated data structuring capability (with S. Brewer). Honeywell Comput. J. (to appear).
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standardization could add 20 percent or $20 billion to the bill. Therefore, it is prudent to dispense with the conservatism, the emotionalism, and the theological arguments which are currently slowing progress. The universities have largely ignored the mechanics of data structures in favor of problems which more nearly fit a graduate student's thesis requirement. Big database systems are expensive projects which university budgets simply cannot afford. Therefore, it will require joint university/industry and university/government projects to provide the funding and staying power necessary to achieve progress. There is enough material for a half dozen doctoral theses buried in the Weyerhaeuser system waiting for someone to come and dig it out. By this I do not mean research on new randomizing algorithms. I mean research on the mechanics of nearly a billion characters of real live business data organized in the purest data structures now known.
The publication policies of the technical literature are also a problem. The ACM SIGBDP and SIGFIDET publications are the best available, and membership in these groups should gro w . The refereeing rules and practices of Communications of the ACM result in delays of one year to 18 months between submittal and publication. Add to that the time for the author to prepare his ideas for publication and you have at least a two-year delay between the detection of significant results and their earliest possible publication.
Possibly the greatest single barrier to progress is the lack of general database information within a very large portion of the computer users resulting from the domination of the market by a single supplier. If this group were to bring to bear its experience, requirements, and problem-solving capabilities in a completely open exchange of information, the rate of change would certainly increase. The recent action of SHARE to open its membership to all vendors and all users is a significant step forward. The SHARE-Sponsored Working Conference on Database Systems held in Montreal in July (1973) provided a forum so that users of all kinds of equipment and database systems could describe their experiences and their requirements.
The widening dialog has started. I hope and trust that we can continue. If approached in this spirit, where no one organization attempts to dominate the thinking, then I am sure that we can provide the programmer with effective tools for navigation.
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